
As part of its response to COVID -19 and the national
lockdown measures impacting citizens across Cwm Taf
Morgannwg, the Our Voice Matters project launched its
#CTMLockdownVoices campaign to provide a platform for
citizens to share their experiences and stories of lockdown
in whatever way they felt comfortable.

Kindness in Lockdown
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As a result of COVID-19 and the lockdown period, many co-
production activities that involved citizens and people with
lived experiences were placed on hold, as service priorities
shifted, and decision-making processes changed to
accommodate the evolving nature of crisis response.
Therefore, the #CTMLockdownVoices campaign aimed to
create and maintain the value of citizen voice, using the
information o!ered by citizens to identify emerging trends
and areas of concern to feed back into regional decision-
making processes and advocate for change to response
e!orts where needed.

Overwhelmingly the stories and experiences received
through the campaign indicated that a number of people
across the region were struggling with their mental
wellbeing, and that lockdown was proving di"cult for many.
However, alongside this emerging theme, there were also
stories of hope, kindness and a new found sense of
community spirit.  As a result, the Our Voice Matters
project decided to try an develop the positivity of these
second set of stories to help combat some of the issues
being identified through the first, aiming to cultivate and
‘explosion of kindness’ across Cwm Taf Morgannwg.  

Linking in with mental heal awareness week, the campaign
asked citizens across the region to think about kindness
using their 5 senses of sight, smell, sound, taste and touch;
and citizens responded!  All the feedback collected was
then analysed by the project to see if there were any
common denominators that people were associating with
the explosion of kindness that was starting to ripple
through communities across the region, resulting in the
creation of a co-produced poem titled Kindness in
Lockdown.

The poem was also translated into an Easy Read format,
and then presented to citizens for comment and approval.
Reception of the poem was unanimously positive.
Following its approval, the poem was circulated to both
statutory and third sector partners across the region to
continue the ripple of kindness and spread further hope
and joy as the battle to overcome the virus continued.
Again, the reaction was overwhelmingly positive and as a
result some of the citizens who had been involved in the
poems creation suggested that the poem should be
brought to life through video.
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Following a series of online meetings to establish a steering
group of citizens to oversee the video project, a film
producer was commissioned, and work began to develop
the design/style of the video co-productively. The appointed
steering group were given authority to decide and approve
all key aspects of the video project from start to finish,
including finding solutions to combat social distancing whilst
showcasing a range of citizens from across the region.  The
steering group also identified that because of lockdown
restrictions they would be unable to feature as many citizens
as they would like and therefore a home footage side
project was launched.  Filming guidelines were produced
and shared with partners across the region to encourage as
many people as possible to participate, with the received
footage being incorporated into the final video.

The Kindness in Lockdown video was launched as part of
the Our Voice Matters project activities for International Day
of Friendship and can be viewed on the following links:

Welsh Subtitles: https://vimeo.com/442671324

British Sign Language Translation:
https://vimeo.com/444830195

Initial feedback that led to the creation of the Kindness in
Lockdown poem, and subsequent video, along with other
data collected through the #CTMLockdownVoices campaign
has now been shared with key regional partners to feed into
the Regional COVID-19 Impact Assessment and Citizen
Priorities Report to ensure that the voice and experiences of
citizens are considered as the decision-makers start to plan
future activities for life with and post COVID-19.

Why is this co-production:

• Equal relationship of trust and respect
between a range of citizens from
di!erent backgrounds and the Our
Voice Matters project

• Empowerment and opportunity
creation to give everybody a voice

• Development of individual responsibility
and ownership generating a sense of
self-worth and purpose

• Viewing citizens as EXPERTS of their
lives and valuing their opinions,
thoughts and ideas to challenge
decision-makers to consider the citizen
experience to shape their future
thinking

• Creating opportunities for
Collaboration between di!erent
statutory and third sector organisations,
and further collaboration between
service providers and citizens.

Engagement Tools utilised:
• Interest Based Activities
• Social Media Campaigning 
• Personal Storytelling
• Easy Read Information
• Citizen led Steering Group 
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